### Additional file 3: Definition of measurement properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Definition and description of assessments¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Validity</td>
<td>“The degree to which accumulated evidence and theory support specific interpretation of test scores entailed by proposed uses of a test.” ([1] p184).²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content validity</td>
<td>The extent to which the content of the instrument clearly and comprehensively reflects the construct it is intended to measure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment: typically expert or independent assessment of the instrument against a detailed definition of the construct to determine (i) appropriateness of content for intended purpose, (ii) extent to which individual items are relevant to the content domain, and (iii) extent to which the entire set of items comprehensively represents all dimensions of the construct [1-3].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct validity – hypothesis testing</td>
<td>The extent to which the instrument measures the construct intended based on accumulated evidence from testing hypotheses about (i) the association between scores on the instrument and theoretically related variables, and (ii) the difference in scores between groups expected to differ on the construct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hypothesis testing should assess whether scores on the instrument (i) ‘converge’ with related variables – including other measures of the same construct, (ii) ‘discriminate’ between groups expected to differ on the construct, (iii) predict relevant outcomes, and (iv) concur with scores on a criterion – or gold standard – measure of the construct (e.g. a long form of instrument). Hypotheses should be pre-specified and include the expected direction (positive or negative) and magnitude (absolute or relative) of correlation or difference between groups [1, 3].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct validity – structure</td>
<td>The extent to which items on the proposed scale (or subscales) relate to each other in a way that is consistent with the theoretically predicted dimensions of the construct [1].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment: confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to test a priori hypotheses about the relationship between items. In the absence of an a priori hypothesis about the dimensions of a construct, exploratory factor analysis of the instrument’s structure may be used to (i) identify dimensions, (ii) assess the unidimensionality of scales or subscales to confirm that items can be summed before assessing internal consistency, and (iii) assess whether there are redundant items or items that relate poorly to the construct (i.e. during instrument development). Approaches based on item response theory may also be used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability³</td>
<td>The extent to which an instrument yields scores attributable to the ‘true’ score and not measurement error. When the ‘true’ score is unchanged, reliable instruments should produce reproducible scores in a range of conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessments: (i) tests of whether the instrument yields consistent scores on items from the same scale (internal consistency – “the interrelatedness among the items” [4], p742), (ii) stable scores over time (test-retest reliability), and (iii) consistent scores with different raters (inter-rater reliability).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Property | Definition and description of assessments
--- | ---
**Other assessments**

**Acceptability** | Assessments of whether the instrument is acceptable to respondents.
- Assessments: direct assessment of respondent views on burden and complexity of the questionnaire, or indirect assessment involving (i) time to complete (instructions and response time), (ii) response rate, and (iii) missing responses to items and whether there is potential for response bias.

**Feasibility** | Assessments of the feasibility of administering and scoring the instrument.
- Assessments: time to administer, time to score or process data.

**Level of analysis** | The extent to which the content of the instrument, and the analysis and interpretation of resulting data, is consistent with the level at which the construct is defined.
- Assessments: Clear statement of (i) the level at which the construct is conceptualised (e.g. group, organisation), and (ii) how the construct is conceptualised (e.g. as a ‘shared’ property which is meaningful only if there is within group consensus; as a property in which the extent of variation within groups is of interest). Instrument content, data analysis and interpretation is consistent with the conceptualisation of the construct.

**Responsiveness** | The extent to which an instrument detects changes over time, where changes are actually present. Responsiveness is a form of validity relating to change scores [3, 5].
- Assessment: analogous to those used to assess construct validity [3, 5], focusing on change scores rather than cross sectional scores.

**Interpretability** | The extent to which the instrument captures the full range of responses relevant to assessing the construct and can detect important changes or differences between groups.
- Assessment: reporting of distribution of scores and potential for ceiling and floor effects; formal assessment of the smallest difference in scores considered important or meaningful (i.e. minimal important change or difference).[3, 5]

**Generalisability** | Reporting of information to enable assessment of the extent to which the findings about the instrument’s measurement properties can be generalised.
- Assessment: sample frame and selection described; response rate and analytical sample reported.

---

1. Multiple sources were used to identify, define and describe each property [1-2, 4-10]. Where the definition or description closely matches a particular source, the reference is provided in the text.
2. In this review, ‘Test’ is considered a synonym for ‘instrument’ or ‘scale’.
3. The definition and description of categories of reliability is based on classical test theory (CTT). Similar concepts exist for generalisability theory (GT) and item response theory (IRT), however different techniques are used to assess measurement error [1]. Definition and description was limited to CTT approaches because they dominated the literature reviewed in this paper.
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